Station 1:

Station 2:

Station 3:

Station 4:

Station 5:

Saturday

ANXIOUS
vs PEACE

LETDOWN BY
FRIENDS

BETRAYAL

MOCKED
HUMILIATED
MADE FUN OF

BLACK FRIDAY
DEATH

THE ABYSS

MOMENT:
Jesus asked 3
closest
to be with him
they let Him
down
Matthew 26
vs36,37,40-45

MOMENT:
Judas
bringing
soldiers &
kissing him
Matthew 26
vs46-50

MOMENT:
Jesus Kneeling in
prayer in
Gethsemene
Matthew 26
vs 38-39

Jesus accused
of things he
didn’t do
Mark 15
verse 15

MOMENT:
Jesus dying
on the cross
Matthew 27
vs32-44
Mark 15
vs 16-20

MOMENT:
Black Friday
Jesus died
Mark 15
vs 33-41
John 19
vs 38-42
Son of GOD
Mark 15
vs 39

MOMENT:
Time between
Jesus death &
life
Waiting
Nothing

Station 1
FEELINGS

Station 2
FEELINGS

Station 3
FEELINGS

Station 4
FEELINGS

Station 5
FEELINGS

Station 6
FEELINGS

Fear,
Despair,
Overwhelmed,
Powerless

Disappointment,
Hurt,
Angry,
Sorrow,
Incredible,
Loneliness

Loss of trust,
Betrayal,
Absolute fear
of next step
but stepped
up anyway,
Worry for
others

Bewildered,
Mocked,
Bullied,
In over head,
Heart for others

Shock,
Emptiness,
Loss,
Sorrow,
Uncertainty,
Fight -Flight,
Frozen,

Lost, Unsure,
Remorse,
Regrets,
Waiting,
Frozen,
Frightened

GEAR
SET-UP
Trays
Sand
Sticks
Rulers
(Same number as
trays)
Bibles

GEAR
SET-UP
Pen
Paper
Envelopes
Post-its
bibles

GEAR
SET-UP
Hammer
Nails
Large
Wooden
Cross
bibles

GEAR
SET-UP
Gorse
String or wire
2mtres Purple
Satin-like fabric
Long stick
Cushion
Tape/string
bibles

GEAR
SET-UP
2 Curtains
Large torch
2 baskets
Flat stones
Permanent
markers

GEAR
SET-UP
Scrolls
mini filled
Easter eggs
Choice 1
as people exit
Station 5 give
them some
mini easter
eggs ( filled
ones) and a
scroll
(see below)
or
gather group
and hand

them out
INSTRUCTIONS
for SET-UP
Station 1

INSTRUCTIONS
For SET-UP
Station 2

INSTRUCTIONS
For SET-UP
Station 3

Find a place
outside
surrounded by
large trees

Create a space
with 4 different
cushions laid
out in a circle

Set-up large
Cross outside
Upright and
Secure

Fill up trays with
sand and place
several sticks by
each tray and a
ruler
(to freshen sand
so fresh sand
after each
person)

Lay out paper,
pens and
envelopes in the
centre of the
circle

Lay out
hammers,
nails and
post-its at
around
bottom of
cross

Have bibles
around
open to Book
(Matthew, Luke
etc…)
Have verse
clearly printed
eg
Matthew 26
vs 38-39
for people to look
up verses

Have bibles
around
open to Book
(Matthew, Luke
etc…)
Have verse
clearly printed
eg
Matthew 26
vs 38-39
for people to
look up verses
Printout
instructions and
place them
where people

Set up solar
lights
around the
cross, above
it , creating
an
atmosphere
Have bibles
around
open to verse
or print them
out
Matthew 26

INSTRUCTIONS
For SET-UP

Cut some gorse
or prickly
branches and
mold into a
circle shape
with wore or
string
Sized so that it
can sit on a
head
Have purple silk
fabric long
enough to
drape over each
shoulders and
hang down the
front of a
person
Lay a cushion
on ground or
tied up around
a tree
with strong
stick(s) laid next
to it

INSTRUCTIONS
For SET-UP

Set up 2
curtains, closed
together
Lay out 2
baskets
1 in front of
curtain filled
with stones,
1 placed
behind curtain
In front of the
1st basket filled
with stones
place
permanent
markers
Have a large
torch a leader
uses for when
people arrive
Curtain closed
time for people
to write in rocks
then turn off
Leave it off for a

INSTRUCTIONS
For SET-UP

Print out
scrolls
for everyone
in group

Have Mini
easter eggs for
all of your
group

Printout
instructions and
place them where
people can see
easily them

can see easily
them

vs 46-50
Mark 15 : 15

Have bibles
around
open to verse
or print them
out
Matthew 27
vs32-44
Mark 15
vs 16-20

decent period
of time. Long
enough for
people to be
uncomfortable
and restless so
they have a feel
of the 3 hours in
the dark that
occurred when
Jesus died
Before light is
turned on open
the curtain so it
is open when
light is on and
people see the
basket to put
their stones

